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The influence of large-amplitude librational
motion on the hydrogen bond energy for
alcohol–water complexes†
J. Andersen,a J. Heimdalb and R. Wugt Larsen*a
The far-infrared absorption spectra have been recorded for hydrogen-bonded complexes of water with
methanol and t-butanol embedded in cryogenic neon matrices at 2.8 K. The partial isotopic substitution of
individual subunits enabled by a dual inlet deposition procedure provides for the first time unambiguous
assignments of the intermolecular high-frequency out-of-plane and low-frequency in-plane donor OH
librational modes for mixed alcohol–water complexes. The vibrational assignments confirm directly that water
acts as the hydrogen bond donor in the most stable mixed complexes and the tertiary alcohol is a superior
hydrogen bond acceptor. The class of large-amplitude donor OH librational motion is shown to account for
up to 5.1 kJ mol1 of the destabilizing change of vibrational zero-point energy upon intermolecular OH  O
hydrogen bond formation. The experimental findings are supported by complementary electronic structure
calculations at the CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory.
1. Introduction
Intermolecular hydrogen bonding between alcohols and water is
of general interest ranging from various fundamental microscopic
aspects related to conformational isomerism, hydrogen bond
donor/acceptor preferences and the large-amplitude and highly
anharmonic hydrogen bond vibrational motion introduced upon
complexation to more applied macroscopic aspects related to hydro-
phobic eﬀects and the optimization of experimental separation
technologies of bulk alcohol/water mixtures and bio-fuels. It has
previously been demonstrated that the intermolecular interactions
responsible for thermodynamic anomalies1 such as negative heats of
mixing2,3 and negative excess volumes4,5 of bulk alcohol/water
mixtures can be addressed qualitatively by combined infrared and
Raman spectroscopic investigations of hydrogen-bonded jet-cooled
alcohol–water clusters.6,7 These thermodynamic anomalies depend
strongly on the relative hydrogen bond energies of mixed alcohol–
water complexes versus the pure complexes of alcohols and water.8
The amount of experimental spectroscopic data reported in
the literature for isolated mixed binary alcohol–water complexes
is surprisingly limited. One explanation for this sparsity of
spectroscopic data might be the absence of any suitable UV
chromophores in these systems which would otherwise enable
sensitive electronic double-resonance spectroscopy investigations.9
A series of pure rotational spectroscopic studies of adiabatically
cooled mixed complexes of water with methanol10 and t-butanol11
has unraveled the structure of the conformers where the water
subunit acts as the hydrogen bond donor. The other conformations
with the alcohol subunit acting as the hydrogen bond donor were
not detected under the cold conditions of the seeded molecular
beam studies. In terms of vibrational spectroscopy, a sensitive
probe for intermolecular hydrogen bond formation is the
OH-stretching manifold of the subunits12 and recent combined
infrared and Raman investigations have monitored bathochromic
OH-stretching spectral shifts for vacuum-isolated mixed complexes
of water with both methanol and ethanol.6,7 The observed
vibrational spectral signatures support the hydrogen bond
donor/acceptor relationships found in the cited microwave
studies. The ethanol–water complex furthermore represents
one of the simplest mixed hydrogen-bonded molecular systems
where internal conformational degrees of freedom influence the
hydrogen bond formation. In the mixed ethanol–water complex,
the ethanol subunit prefers the gauche conformation as the
hydrogen bond acceptor although the trans conformation is the
most stable for an isolated ethanol molecule. This is considered
as one of the most elementary cases of adaptive aggregation,
where a flexible molecule is forced into a less stable conformation
upon non-covalent binding to a hydrogen bond donor molecule to
optimize the mutual interaction energy.6,7 A few other experimental
studies of this vibrational OH-stretching manifold have been
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reported for mixed water complexes with methanol and ethanol
embedded in cryogenic matrices of nitrogen and argon.13,14 In
the most perturbing matrix environment of nitrogen a reversed
donor/acceptor relationship has been observed although severe
site effects blurred the OH-stretching signatures of the alcohol
donor subunits. This opposite donor/acceptor relationship observed
in cryogenic nitrogen matrices has been explained by weak
cooperative attractive interactions between the OH groups and
the N2 host molecules.
15 In the mixed complexes where the
alcohol molecule acts as the hydrogen bond donor both dangling
OH groups of the water acceptor subunit might interact with
N2 host molecules and thereby increasing the acceptor character
of the O nuclei on the water molecule. This effect could
strengthen the intermolecular hydrogen bond to the alcohol
molecule and overcome the energy barrier between the water–
alcohol conformers.15
In the present work it is demonstrated how the strength,
directionality and anharmonicity of these important inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding motifs can be probed directly
via large-amplitude intermolecular OH librational modes of
mixed isotopically substituted alcohol–water complexes. These
direct spectroscopic observables detected in the challenging
far-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum have been
shown to enable an accurate characterization of the inter-
molecular potential energy landscape between identical hydrogen
bond partners.16–19 In a recent combined far-infrared super-
sonic jet and neonmatrix isolation study of methanol dimer, the
large-amplitude intermolecular donor OH librational transition
was unambiguously assigned for the first time.18 This study
demonstrated that this large-amplitude OH librational motion
is basically unhindered in an inert neon matrix environment at
2.8 K and allowed for a rigorous benchmarking of theory. The
present work shows the potential to detect these important
spectroscopic observables in the far-infrared region for mixed
alcohol–water complexes embedded in neon by a dual inlet
deposition procedure. The mixed water complexes with the
simplest primary alcohol, methanol, and the simplest tertiary
alcohol, t-butanol, are the systems of choice since conformational
isomerism of the t-butanol monomer is absent.
2. Experimental
Several millimeter thick matrices of pre-cooled neon (L’Air
Liquide, 99.999%) doped with ‘‘freeze–pump–thaw’’ purified
CH3OH (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9%), C(CH3)3OH (Sigma Aldrich,
99.9%) and H2O (Milli-Q) samples and isotopically substituted
CH3OH-d1 (Sigma Aldrich, 99.0% D), CH3OH-d4 (Sigma
Aldrich, 99.0% D), C(CH3)3OH-d1 (Sigma Aldrich, 99.0% D),
C(CH3)3OH-d10 (Sigma Aldrich, 99.0% D) and D2O (Sigma
Aldrich, 99.5% D) samples with mixing ratios of C0.25 to 2.5
permille have been deposited with a flow rate of 0.02 mole on
a gold-plated oxygen-free high thermal conductivity (OFHC)
copper mirror at 3.6 K inside an immersion helium cryostat
(IHC-3) modified for matrix isolation spectroscopy.19,20 The
pre-cooling of neon significantly reduces the heat load on the
copper mirror and enables a total deposition time of less than
1 hour per experiment. A dual inlet deposition procedure
enabled studies of individual deuterium-enriched samples
without the risk of H/D exchange before deposition. The
combination of resistive heaters and feedback electronics has
been employed to maintain a stable mirror temperature at
2.8  0.1 K before and after the depositions. The cold head
was equipped with interchangeable CsI and polymethylpentene
(TPX) windows and the combined mid- and far-infrared single-
beam sample spectra have been collected by a Bruker IFS 120 FTIR
spectrometer employing tungsten and globar lamps as radiation
sources. Liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe and InSb detectors
combined with Ge/KBr and CaF2 beam splitters, respectively,
were employed for the spectral region above 600 cm1. A
Si-bolometer operating at 4.2 K combined with a 6 mm multi-
layer Mylar beam splitter was employed for the 30–650 cm1
spectral region. In most cases the doped neon matrices have
been annealed up to 9 K and relaxed back to 3 K for the study
of temperature effects. Single-beam background spectra were
subsequently collected of the evacuated warm cryostat. A spectral
resolution ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 cm1 was selected depending on
observed band widths.
3. Vibrational assignments for the
mixed methanol/water complex
Fig. 1 shows a series of far-infrared absorption spectra (200–
600 cm1) collected for several millimeter thick cryogenic neon
matrices doped with pure water (H2O :Ne) = (1 : 2000), pure
methanol with traces of H2O (CH3OH :H2O :Ne) = (3 : 1 : 13 000)
and different isotopic water/methanol mixtures (CH3OH :H2O :
Ne) = (3 : 2 : 6000) at 2.8 K. In previous studies of methanol
embedded in solid matrices of para-H2
21 and neon,18,22,23 the
torsional-vibrational splittings into A and E sub-levels by torsional
tunneling have been shown to persist although the standard
A–A and E–E selection rules do not apply in the inert matrix
environments. The torsional fundamental of methanol embedded
in cryogenic neon matrices thus gives rise to four different
sub-bands in the far-infrared region; the pair of ‘‘cold’’ A–E and
A–A transitions observed at 212 and 269 cm1 and the pair
of ‘‘hot’’ E–E and E–A transitions observed at 206 and
262 cm1.18,22 The sub-bands observed at 447 and 507 cm1
have previously been assigned to components of the first
torsional overtone transition for methanol monomer.22 In terms
of pure methanol complexes, a combined far-infrared jet and
neon matrix isolation study has recently revealed the donor OH
librational transition at 557.7 cm1 as well as the acceptor OH
torsional transition at 286 cm1 of the methanol dimer for
the first time.18 In addition, the far-infrared absorption
from pure complexes of water embedded in neon matrices have
been explored previously.19,24–27 In the spectral region above
200 cm1 the strong intermolecular high-frequency out-of-plane
and low-frequency in-plane donor OH librational bands of
the water dimer embedded in neon matrices have previously
been assigned at 522.4 cm1 and 309.1 cm1, respectively.24
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The broad band observed around 226 cm1 has previously been
attributed dimeric water absorption although the nature of this
far-infrared transition is not yet understood in detail as the four
other intermolecular fundamental modes have all been assigned
at lower frequencies.24 The in-plane donor OH librational band is
slightly overlapped with the strong c-axis librational mode of cyclic
water trimer previously assigned at 310.8 cm1. Five combination
bands have previously been assigned the cyclic water trimer where
the strongest are observed at 280.0, 386.8 and 414.1 cm1.25
The assignment of the band observed at 527.3 cm1 (Fig. 1) was
at first not possible even by dedicated methanol concentration
series. In some annealing experiments at 9 K the intensity of this
band increased significantly without any subsequent relaxation
upon repeated cooling to 3 K. This observation pointed at an
irreversible build-up of molecular complexes driven by diﬀusion in
the soft matrix. The combined findings suggested the assignment
to a mixed methanol–water complex as minor traces of water are
always present in various amounts in the inlet system. The severe
band overlap with the out-of-plane donor OH librational modes of
water dimer assigned at 522.4 cm1 suggested that water takes the
role as the hydrogen bond donor in themost stablemixed complex
and possesses almost an identical donor OH librational motion as
for the lass stable water dimer. An unambiguous identification of
the hydrogen bond donor/acceptor relationship in the cryogenic
neon environment could be settled by partial isotopic H/D
substitution of the individual subunits enabled by the dual inlet
deposition procedure. The three inserts of Fig. 1 show the spectral
regions belonging to the donor OH (OD) librational modes. The
H/D substitution on the water subunit introduces a significant
red-shift from 527.3 cm1 to 397.6 cm1 confirming that water
acts as hydrogen bond donor. The observed band origin ratio of
1.33 is close to the theoretical value of
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
expected for a genuine
harmonic hydrogen motion and supports an assignment to the
out-of-plane donor OD librational mode for the complex of D2O
with methanol. The latter band origin is furthermore slightly
larger than the corresponding out-of-plane donor OD librational
band origin of (D2O)2 reported previously as expected.
19 The H/D
substitution on the OH group of methanol introduces only a
minor red-shift of 4 cm1 for the out-of-plane donor OH librational
mode confirming a hydrogen bond acceptor role of the methanol
subunit. In terms of the in-plane donor OH librational bands, the
isotopic H/D substitution on the OH group of methanol induces a
more pronounced red-shift of around 13 cm1. A closer look at the
normal mode pictures reveals that whereas the out-of-plane OH
librational mode exhibits an almost localized genuine motion of
the bound hydrogen atom not involving the dangling OH group on
the water molecule, the in-plane OH librational mode can be
pictured as a hindered overall c-axis rotation of the water subunit.
The latter large-amplitude in-plane OH librational motion of the
whole water molecule thus has a more significant effect on the
center of mass and is more affected by isotopic substitution of
the methanol subunit as summarized in Table 1.
4. Vibrational assignments for the
mixed t-butanol/water complex
Fig. 2 shows far-infrared absorption spectra (300–600 cm1)
collected for several millimeter thick cryogenic neon matrices
doped with pure water (H2O :Ne) = (1 : 2000), t-butanol with
small traces of H2O (C(CH3)3OH :H2O :Ne) = (4 : 1 : 4000) and
Fig. 1 The observed far-infrared absorption spectra of purewater (denotedw),
pure methanol (denoted m) and diﬀerent isotopic methanol/water mixtures
embedded in neon matrices at 2.8 K with proposed vibrational assignments.
The inserts show close-ups of the spectral regions belonging to the out-of-
plane OH (left), out-of-plane OD (center) and in-plane OH (right) donor
librational modes of the hydrogen-bonded complexes (ww: water dimer,
wm: 1 : 1 methanol–water complex, mm: methanol dimer, etc.).
Table 1 The observed high-frequency out-of-plane and low-frequency in-plane donor OH (OD) librational band origins (cm1) for isotopic water
complexes and isotopic mixed complexes of water with methanol/t-butanol embedded in neon matrices at 2.8 K
Donor–acceptor nlib,out-of-plane nlib,in-plane Donor–acceptor nlib,out-of-plane nlib,in-plane
H2O–H2O 522.4
a 309.1a D2O–D2O 393.2
a 233.5a
H2O–CH3OH 527.3
b D2O–CH3OH 397.6
c
H2O–CH3OD 523.7 296.2 D2O–CH3OD 395.0
c
H2O–CD3OD 523.9 295.9 D2O–CD3OD
c c
H2O–C(CH3)3OH 556.6 318.2 D2O–C(CH3)3OH 427.7
d
H2O–C(CH3)3OD 548.9 298.1 D2O–C(CH3)3OD
e 242.4
H2O–C(CD3)3OD 549.0
f
a Ceponkus et al.19 b Overlapped with (H2O)2.
c Overlapped with (D2O)2.
d Overlapped with C(CH3)3OH.
e Overlapped with C(CH3)3OD.
f Overlapped
with C(CD3)3OD.
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different isotopic t-butanol/water mixtures (C(CH3)3OH:H2O :Ne) =
(5 : 2 : 3000) at 2.8 K. The spectral region below 300 cm1 (not
shown) is dominated by complex torsional–vibrational coupling
components of the monomer OH and methyl torsional motion
which shall be considered in details elsewhere. In addition, the
monomer of regular t-butanol in contrast to methanol exhibits
several intramolecular skeletal fundamental transitions in the
far-infrared spectral region.28 In the cryogenic neon matrices
doped solely with t-butanol the two overlapping CCC bending
fundamental bands are assigned at 343.4 cm1 and 356.0 cm1,
the symmetric CCO bending fundamental is assigned at 420.2 cm1
and the two stronger asymmetric CCO bending fundamentals are
assigned between 450 and 475 cm1. A higher (Ne :C(CH3)3OH)
mixing ratio relative to (Ne : CH3OH) was employed to study the
mixed t-butanol–water complexes but any formation of mixed
t-butanol–water trimers could be excluded by the inspection of
the corresponding mid-infrared absorption spectra recorded for
all neon matrices.
For the neon matrices doped simultaneously with small
concentrations of water and t-butanol, two new bands appear
in close vicinity to the donor OH librational modes of water
dimer. This observation indicates that the water subunit also
acts as the hydrogen bond donor in the mixed complex with
t-butanol and supports the findings of the previous microwave
molecular beam study where only this conformer was assigned.11
A band observed at 556.6 cm1 is shifted by almost 35 cm1
relative to the water dimer transition and is assigned to the out-of-
plane donor OH librational mode of the mixed complex. A lower
band appears as a shoulder on the corresponding water dimer
transition around 318.2 cm1 and is assigned to the in-plane OH
librational band of the mixed complex. The unambiguous
assignments could again be supported by partial isotopic H/D
substitution of the individual subunits enabled by the dual inlet
deposition procedure. Both the isotopic H/D substitution on the
alcohol group alone and the full H/D substitution on t-butanol
introduce a minor red-shift of around 7.5 cm1 for the 556.6 cm1
band indicating the hydrogen bond acceptor role of t-butanol.
Unfortunately, the high-frequency donor OD librational band for
the complex of D2O with regular t-butanol accordingly is expected
in the region of the symmetric CCO bending fundamental band
around 420.2 cm1 assuming the band origin ratio of 1.33
observed for the methanol–water complex. In this spectral
region the high-frequency out-of-plane OD libration of (D2O)2
is also located at 397.6 cm1 19 and the shear librational band of
(D2O)3 is located around 428 cm
1.25 However, the far-infrared
spectrum of t-butanol/D2O doped matrices of neon nevertheless
reveals a new distinct spectral feature at 427.7 cm1 on the high-
frequency shoulder of the symmetric CCO bending fundamental
band of t-butanol (see trace b) of Fig. 2. The intensity of this
spectral feature at 427.7 cm1 clearly increases upon annealing of
the matrix to 9 K without any subsequent relaxation upon repeated
cooling to 3 K as witnessed by trace a of Fig. 2. The annealing is
expected to enable the diffusion of the D2O molecules in the
neon matrix and trigger the formation of mixed complexes of
D2O with t-butanol more than the formation of (D2O)2 as the
bulky t-butanol molecules are more likely collision partners in
the matrices. The significant intensity increase of the 427.7 cm1
band relative to the (D2O)2 band at 397.6 cm
1 upon annealing to
9 K thus supports an assignment to the high-frequency donor OD
librational band for the mixed complex of D2O with t-butanol.
The observed band origin ratio of 1.3 for the proposed OH/OD
librational bands is furthermore rather close to the theoretical
value of
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
expected for a genuine harmonic hydrogen motion.
The two inserts of Fig. 2 show the spectral regions belonging to the
donor OH (OD) librational modes of the mixed isotopic complexes
of water with t-butanol. The proposed assignment of the low-
frequency in-plane OH librational mode is furthermore supported
by an isotopic red-shift of 20.1 cm1 upon O-deuteration of
t-butanol. In addition, a tentatively assignment of the in-plane
low-frequency OD librational transition at is 242.4 cm1 is proposed
for the mixed complex of D2O with t-butanol-d1 as summarized in
Table 1. Whereas the high-frequency out-of-plane donor OH/OD
librational modes are highly localized, the low-frequency in-plane
OH/OD librational motion might couple slightly to the intra-
molecular skeletal motion of the t-butanol subunits.
The observed donor OH librational spectral signatures point
at a stronger hydrogen bond interaction between water and
t-butanol than between water and methanol. An inductive eﬀect
of the bulky alkyl groups of t-butanol improves the acceptor
quality of the oxygen atom in the tertiary alcohol group. This
inductive eﬀect stiﬀens the intermolecular hydrogen bond and
the more hindered internal rotational motion raises the band
origins for the donor OH librational modes when the hydrogen
bond acceptor changes from water to methanol and finally
t-butanol. A far-infrared jet study has previously demonstrated
that alkylation strengthens and stiﬀens the intermolecular
Fig. 2 The observed far-infrared absorption spectra of water (denoted w),
t-butyl alcohol (denoted t) with small traces of water and diﬀerent isotopic
t-butanol/water mixtures embedded in neon matrices at 2.8 K with
proposed vibrational assignments. The inserts show close-ups of the
spectral regions belonging to the out-of-plane OH (left) and OD (right)
donor librational modes of the hydrogen-bonded complexes (ww: water
dimer, www: water trimer, wt: 1 : 1 t-butanol–water complex, etc.). The
latter insert shows the far-infrared spectra recorded for t-butanol/D2O
doped matrices before (b) and after (a) annealing to 9 K.
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hydrogen bonding between alcohol molecules.17 This was also
reflected in increased average OH librational band origins for
the clusters of t-butanol relative to methanol although these
observations could not be captured by density functional
methods lacking electron correlation available for such bulky
alcohol clusters containing 30 to 60 atoms.17
5. Exploratory quantum chemical
calculations
The smaller size of the water complexes with methanol and
even t-butanol allows for rigorous ab initio computations
including high degrees of electron-correlation of the electronic
dissociation energy De which may be compared to results from
both canonical and dispersion-corrected density functional
theory. The quantum chemical software packages Gaussian09
(Rev. D.01)29 and Turbomole (ver. 6.6)30,31 have been employed
for the present ab initiomolecular orbital and DFT calculations.
The geometries of the monomers and the mixed hydrogen-
bonded complexes were all optimized and the resulting electronic
energies calculated employing the canonical B3LYP level,32 the
dispersion-corrected B3LYP-D3 approach33 and the second-order
Mo¨ller–Plesset MP2 methodology34,35 coupled with Dunning’s
augmented correlation-consistent polarized triple-zeta (aug-cc-
pVTZ) and quadruple-zeta (aug-cc-pVQZ) basis sets.36 The root-
mean-square force criterion has been set to 106 (atomic units)
for all the geometry optimizations. The electronic energies for
these optimized geometries were subsequently furthermore
calculated employing both the coupled-cluster approach with
single and double excitations and perturbative treatment of triple
excitations CCSD(T)37 and the explicitly-correlated CCSD(T)-F12
methodology38 to optimize the level of electron correlation
combined with the same basis sets. In the electronic energy
calculations for the mixed alcohol–water complexes, the effects
of the basis set superposition errors39 have been accounted for
by the counterpoise method.40 The harmonic frequencies and
overall ZPE contributions of the monomers and hydrogen-
bonded complexes have been calculated in the doubly harmonic
approximation whereas the anharmonic frequencies have been
calculated employing the vibrational second-order perturbation
theory (VPT2) approach41 as implemented in Gaussian09
(Rev. D.01).29
6. Discussion
Table 2 shows the electronic dissociation energy De of the most
stable methanol–water conformer and the energy difference
DEe between the two different conformers predicted from
combined quantum chemical methodologies employed for
geometry optimization and subsequent single-point electronic
energy calculations. The potential energy minimum structures
for the different conformers of the alcohol–water complexes are
illustrated in Fig. 3. The benchmark level of theory available for
both alcohol–water complexes employs the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ34–36
level for geometry optimization and the CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVTZ
level36,38 for the electronic dissociation energy De. The benchmark
De-value of 24.62 kJ mol
1 for the most stable methanol–water
conformer and the energy difference of 2.65 kJ mol1 between the
two conformers agree with the highest level of methodology
employing a combined MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ/CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-
pVQZ approach within 0.42 and 0.03 kJ mol1, respectively.
The benchmark approach is thus expected to provide reliable
dissociation energies for the two different conformers of the
more bulky water complexes with t-butanol as listed in Table 3.
The benchmark CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVTZ predictions confirm
that t-butyl alcohol is a superior hydrogen bond acceptor than
methanol. The electronic dissociation energy De of the most
stable mixed water complex with t-butanol is predicted to be
4.67 kJ mol1 larger than for the corresponding mixed complex
with methanol. The predictions listed in Table 2 show that the
canonical B3LYP functional32 underestimate the binding energies
for the mixed complexes of water with methanol by more than
15% whereas the B3LYP-D3 approach including Grimme and
Table 2 The electronic dissociation energy De for the most stable hydrogen-bonded complex of water with methanol and the diﬀerence of electronic
dissociation energy between the two diﬀerent conformers DEe predicted from several combined quantum chemical methodologies for geometry and
electronic energy calculations
Geometry optimizationa Electronic energy De/kJ mol
1 DEe/kJ mol
1
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ 20.58 2.18
B3LYP-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ 20.29 2.16
B3LYP-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 24.64 2.53
B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pVTZ B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pVTZ 25.18 3.03
B3LYP-D3-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pVTZ 24.88 3.02
B3LYP-D3-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 24.92 2.74
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ 25.06 3.10
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ 22.71 2.88
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 25.01 2.82
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVTZ 24.62 2.65
MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ 24.54 3.06
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVQZb MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ 23.36 2.91
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVQZb CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 24.74 2.82
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVQZb CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVTZ 24.66 2.65
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVQZb CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVQZ 24.20 2.68
a RMS force criterion set to 106 (atomic units) for all geometry optimizations. b CP = counterpoise correction applied.
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co-worker’s dispersion corrections33 reproduce the predictions
by the highest level of methodology within 0.25 kJ mol1.
However, the dissociation energies for the more electron-rich
mixed complexes of water with t-butanol are strongly under-
estimated by 7.4 kJ mol1 (ca. 25%) by the B3LYP functional and
slightly overestimated 1.3 kJ mol1 (ca. 5%) by the dispersion-
corrected B3LYP-D3 predictions (Table 3). In the context of
relative hydrogen bond donor/acceptor capabilities we note that
the benchmark theoretical CCSD(T)-F12 predictions (in strong
contrast to the canonical B3LYP predictions) indicate that
t-butanol has a slightly higher interaction energy of 0.8 kJ mol1
with water than methanol when the alcohols act as the hydrogen
bond donor. This increased interaction energy may be ascribed
to the increased dispersion forces between the water molecule
and the electron-rich t-butyl alcohol molecule. The eﬀect of
the zero-point energy (ZPE) contributions and in particular
the influence of the donor OH librational motion on the
electronic dissociation energy must be considered before reaching
further conclusions.
The change of vibrational ZPE upon intermolecular hydrogen
bond formation is notoriously diﬃcult to predict computationally,
in particular for the observed large-amplitude and highly
anharmonic intermolecular hydrogen bond librational motion.
In a recent combined jet and neon matrix isolation far-infrared
study of methanol dimer, the donor OH librational band was
observed and assigned for the first time at 560 cm1.18 This
study predicted an overall sum of anharmonic contributions to
the OH donor librational fundamental transition of 100 cm1 by
vibrational second-order perturbation theory.41 In combination
with a benchmark harmonic band origin of 660 cm1 predicted
at the LCCSD(T)-F12 level, the anharmonic predicted band origin
of 560 cm1 was in excellent agreement with the experimental
findings. A similar detailed analysis of the mixed water complexes
with methanol and t-butanol is beyond the scope of the present
predominantly experimental work. However, standard vibrational
frequency calculations at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level in the doubly
harmonic approximation provide harmonic band origins of 630,
647 and 669 cm1 for the high-frequency out-of-plane and 360, 375
and 388 cm1 for the low-frequency in-plane donor OH librational
transitions for the pure water complex and the most stable mixed
complexes of water with methanol and t-butanol, respectively.
The ordering of these harmonic predictions is in qualitative
agreement with the present experimental findings and the
anharmonicity contributions seem to be in the order of 15–20%
as found for the recent methanol dimer study.18 An anharmonic
VPT2 analysis41 for the mixed complex of water with methanol at
the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level predicts an overall anharmonicity of
18% for the high-frequency donor OH librational transition. This
VPT2 calculation is not feasible for the multi-dimensional mixed
complex of water and t-butanol. A similar analysis of the low-
frequency in-plane donor OH librational transitions and the other
intermolecular large-amplitude vibrational transitions for these
non-rigid hydrogen-bonded complexes would be to stretch the
reliability of the VPT2 approach. Table 4 thus provides the change
of harmonic vibrational ZPE for the isotopic mixed complexes of
water with methanol and t-butanol predicted at the common
feasible MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
The incorporation of the computed vibrational ZPE contributions
has an enormous impact as evidenced by the resulting absolute
Table 3 The electronic dissociation energy De of the most stable hydrogen-bonded complex of water with t-butanol and the diﬀerence of electronic
dissociation energy between the two diﬀerent conformers DEe predicted from several combined quantum chemical methodologies for geometry and
electronic energy calculations
Geometry optimizationa Electronic energy De/kJ mol
1 DEe/kJ mol
1
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ 21.93 5.57
B3LYP-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ 21.54 5.52
B3LYP-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 28.80 5.95
B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pVTZ B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pVTZ 30.59 8.41
B3LYP-D3-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pVTZ 30.15 8.34
B3LYP-D3-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 30.03 6.64
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ 30.09 6.90
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ 26.75 6.31
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 30.06 6.65
MP2-CP/aug-cc-pVTZb CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVTZ 29.29 6.52
a RMS force criterion set to 106 (atomic units) for all geometry optimizations. b CP = counterpoise correction applied.
Fig. 3 Illustration of the predicted potential energy minima structures of
the diﬀerent alcohol–water conformers. The most stable conformers
(b and d) have water as the hydrogen bond donor whereas the less stable
conformers have the alcohol subunit as hydrogen bond donor (a and c).
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ground-state dissociation energies D0 of the mixed alcohol–
water complexes listed in Table 4. The total vibrational ZPE
account for between 5.6 and 8.4 kJ mol1 for the mixed water
complexes with t-butanol in the harmonic approximation
depending on the isotopic variant and the hydrogen donor/
acceptor roles. The sum of the experimental anharmonic ZPE
contributions from the donor OH librational motion alone
accounts for up to 5.2 kJ mol1 or minimum 60% of the total
anharmonic vibrational ZPE when water acts as hydrogen bond
donor. This conformer has a significantly higher vibrational ZPE
contribution owing to the two different donor OH librational
modes. The conformer with the alcohol as hydrogen bond donor
only has one single donor OH librational mode. The alcohol OH
librational mode of this latter conformer is significantly blue-
shifted relative to the free alcohol torsional mode but this blue-
shift still introduces a smaller vibrational ZPE introduced upon
intermolecular hydrogen bond formation. The benchmark energy
difference prediction DEe of 6.5 kJ mol
1 for the two conformers
of the water complex with t-butanol is accordingly translated into
a significantly smaller 4.2 to 5.3 kJ mol1 difference between the
resulting D0-values depending on the isotopic variants when the
ZPE contributions are incorporated. In terms of the more simple
mixed complexes of water and methanol, the total harmonic
vibrational ZPE account for between 5.9 and 7.8 kJ mol1 for the
conformers of the mixed water complexes with methanol
depending on the isotopic variant. For these simpler systems
the sum of the experimental anharmonic ZPE contributions
from the donor OH librational motion alone accounts for up to
5.0 kJ mol1 i.e.minimum 65% of the total anharmonic vibrational
ZPE for the conformer where water acts as hydrogen bond
donor. The present benchmark energy difference prediction
DEe of 2.65 kJ mol
1 between the methanol–water conformers
also translates into a smaller 1.0 to 2.2 kJmol1 difference between
the resulting D0-values depending on the isotopic substitutions. A
diffusion quantum Monte Carlo study has previously predicted
a difference of these D0-values between 0.3 to 1.3 kJ mol
1 for
the regular isotopic methanol–water conformers depending on the
exact theoretical treatment of the large-amplitude intermolecular
vibrational motion.42 H/D isotopic substitutions on the methanol
subunit further translated the resulting difference between
D0-values into the 0.04 to 1.2 kJ mol
1 interval.
The eﬀect of the large-amplitude intermolecular donor OH
librational motion on the absolute intermolecular hydrogen
bond energy D0 for mixed alcohol–water complexes demonstrated
by the present experimental findings has been explored previously
for the pure complexes of water.19,43 These far-infrared studies have
shown that D-bonded water complexes are more stable than the
H-bonded counterparts due to the difference in the total vibrational
ZPEs. In particular, the distinct observation and vibrational
assignments for the deuterium-bonded configuration of the
mixed isotopic (HDO)2 complex embedded at low temperatures
have verified the strong preference for intermolecular deuterium
bonds experimentally. Of the twelve possible H/D isotopologues of
the water dimer only six of these have been detected in observable
amounts in cryogenic neon matrices doped with H2O/HDO/D2O
mixtures.19 The major explanation for these experimental findings
could be found in the significant isotopic spectral red-shift of
129 m1 for the high-frequency out-of-plane donor OH librational
mode of the pure water complex upon H/D substitution. This
mode alone thus provide a stabilizing decrease of the vibrational
ZPE upon complex formation by ca. 0.8 kJ mol1 for the
D-bonded complexes.
7. Conclusions
To conclude is that the large-amplitude donor OH librational
modes of partial isotopically substituted mixed complexes of
water with aliphatic alcohols in the challenging far-infrared
region have now been observed and assigned enabled by a dual
inlet matrix deposition approach and supported by quantum
chemical calculations. The far-infrared spectroscopic findings
have demonstrated that water acts as the hydrogen bond donor
upon complexation with aliphatic alcohols as methanol and
t-butanol and the sum of the contributions from the class of
donor OH librational motion alone has been quantified to be
Table 4 The electronic dissociation energy De (CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVTZ
a), the total change of harmonic vibrational zero-point energy upon
complexation DZPEcalctot (MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ) and the resulting absolute dissociation energy D0 for mixed isotopic hydrogen-bonded donor–acceptor
complexes together with the observed (anharmonic) contribution to the zero-point energy from the class of donor OH librational modes DZPEexplib (all values
in units of kJ mol1)
H2O–CH3OH CH3OH–H2O H2O–CD3OD CD3OD–H2O D2O–CH3OH CH3OH–D2O
De 24.62
a 21.98a 24.62a 21.98a 24.62a 21.98a
DZPEcalctot 7.80 6.59 7.52 5.90 6.25 5.85
DZPEexplib 5.0 4.9 [3.8]
b
D0 16.82 15.39 17.10 16.08 18.37 16.13
H2O–C(CH3)3OH C(CH3)3OH–H2O H2O–C(CD3)3OD C(CD3)3OD–H2O D2O–C(CH3)3OH C(CH3)3OH–D2O
De 29.29
a 22.77a 29.29a 22.77a 29.29a 22.77a
DZPEcalctot 8.40 6.34 8.06 5.74 6.77 5.57
DZPEexplib 5.2 5.1 [4.0]
b
D0 20.89 16.43 21.23 17.04 22.52 17.20
a Electronic dissociation energies De calculated at the CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVTZ level based on optimized geometries at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
b Includes the observed band origin of the high-frequency donor OD librational mode and an anharmonically predicted band origin for the
low-frequency donor OD librational mode.
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5.0–5.2 kJ mol1. It’s nature as a localized genuine motion of
the bound hydrogen atom makes the high-frequency out-of-
plane donor OH librational mode an excellent probe for the
intermolecular hydrogen bond strength in a similar fashion as
the often discussed Badger–Bauer relationship associated
with the bathochromic shift of the hydrogen-bonded intra-
molecular OH stretching band origin.44 A stronger inter-
molecular hydrogen bond results in a more hindered internal
rotational motion and the increase of the band origin for this
high-frequency hydrogen bond donor vibration. In the mixed
complexes of water with aliphatic alcohols the donor OH
librational spectral signatures thus act as a measure of the
hydrogen bond acceptor strength of the alcohol molecule.
The electron donating inductive effect of the alkyl groups of
t-butanol transforms the oxygen atom into a significant better
hydrogen bond acceptor than the oxygen atom on methanol
which can be qualitatively read from the relative band origins of
the donor OH librational modes. The isotopic H/D substitution
furthermore allows for a manipulation of the overall vibrational
ZPE due to significant spectral red-shift of these donor OH
librational modes upon H/D substitution. Quantum chemical
calculations predict that the full H/D isotopic substitution
of the alcohol subunit introduces the largest difference of
the vibrational ZPE between the two different alcohol–water
conformers. The present experimental findings show that even
this full H/D substitution of the methanol and t-butanol
subunits cannot overcome the differences of the electronic
dissociation energy D0 between the alcohol–water conformers.
It will be interesting to see how future anharmonic theoretical
methodologies will perform in the predictions of these inter-
molecular force fields spanned by water and the studied
prototypical alcohols of increasing structural complexity.
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